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NATO Threatens Russia, “We are Rolling into A New Cold War”. Speech by Russia’s
Prime Minister Dmitri Medvedev

By Dimitri Medvedev, February 15 2016

Ladies and gentlemen, distinguished colleague Mr Valls,  distinguished Mr Ischinger,  my
speech will be of a more general nature, but I hope it will be useful.

America Threatens a Protracted War, “Ground Operations” in Syria: Interview with
Russia’s Prime Minister Dimitri Medvedev:

By Dimitri Medvedev, February 15 2016

Transcript of the PM interview with Euro News. Emphasis by GR.

Fake  US-Russia  “Peace  Diplomacy”.  The  Syrian  Conflict  Deepens…War  between
False Friends and Misaligned Enemies

By Binoy Kampmark, February 15 2016

Peace  discussions  tend  to  contain  within  them  the  seeds  of  the  next  conflict.   Treaties,
agreements and pacts to end war are made to reassure combating parties that they will, at
some point, have annother crack at each other.

The Neoconservatives Are Brewing A Wider War In Syria

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, February 15 2016

While you are enjoying your Sunday, the insane neoconservatives who control Western
foreign policy and their Turkish and Saudi Arabian vassals might be preparing the end of the
world.
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America’s “Love Affair” With Nuclear and Radioactive Weapons

By Ulson Gunnar, February 13 2016

The United States would have the world believe that it is in mortal danger should nations
like Iran or North Korea obtain operationally effective nuclear weapons.
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